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String Thing has the following controls: Name - what you call the
module Master - for easy access the module's volume is set to
the'master' setting Bass - this is the setting that should be set first if
you are putting together a track Width - how wide this module is Pan this controls the left or right output channel that this module will play
on Speed - this controls the speed at which the synth plays notes
Damp - this controls how quickly the synth will stop notes Slide portamento slider - this slider controls the portamento slider as
described above Filter - this controls the amount of resonance on the
low pass filter and high pass filters Modulation - this controls how the
LFO rate and depth will affect the output String 1 and String 2 - these
controls the initial impulse for the physical oscillators Character - this
controls the mix of the two impulses Tone 1 and Tone 2 - these
controls the analogue oscillators Thickness - this controls the amount
that key velocity affects volume level, speed and various tonal
characteristics. Velocity - this controls the amount that key velocity
affects volume level, speed and various tonal characteristics. Controls:
Damp - controls how quickly the notes are stopped on notes Slide portamento slider - controls the portamento slider as described above
Filter - controls the amount of resonance on the low pass filter and high
pass filters Modulation - controls how the LFO rate and depth will affect
the output Character - controls the mix of the two impulses Tone 1 and
Tone 2 - controls the analogue oscillators Velocity - controls the
amount that key velocity affects volume level, speed and various tonal
characteristics. Thickness - controls the amount that key velocity
affects volume level, speed and various tonal characteristics. The
Waves Van-Dweller is a world-class electric piano that is meticulously
designed with one single purpose in mind - to mimic the sound of an
acoustic piano. Built with the legendary Roland digital piano platform,
Van-Dweller is a one-of-a-kind instrument that sets a new standard for
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digital pianos. Featuring 64,000 samples and 50 expressive play
models with an integrated selection of sounds and special effects, VanDweller is a product that delivers the ultimate in life-like performance.
With a highly versatile signal path, Van-Dweller also comes loaded with
functions for dynamic control, custom

String Thing With Serial Key Download [Win/Mac]
String Thing is a highly flexible digital string synthesizer. The String
Thing plugin provides a virtual string and bow instrument, using the
phonological 'Karplus Strong' algorithm to recreate the sound of a real
string instrument. It has 100 kHz of highly programmable and
controllable voice oscillators and a wide range of freely programmable
parameters. String Thing can be set to strumming mode or picked
mode - the string can be played as a guitar or bass guitar, as a piano,
or a harp. It also has a MIDI interface - MIDI in can be used to play
notes from another plugin or sound effect module. String Thing allows
you to simulate plucked strings or hammered dulcimers. The
instrument has a 2, 4 and 6 string version. It can be set to strumming
mode or picked mode, has a MIDI interface (instruments connected can
be seen in the left hand sidebar window) and a MIDI bank. String Thing
supports a vast range of features and combinations, including: Musical
effects - String Thing supports many musical effects, including: Chorus
Flanger Distortion Delay Echo Vibrato Phasing Pan Compressor Limiter
The String Thing plugin supports the following features: Sliding chords
Chord detection, automatic chord placement, automatic chord changes
and chord remembers Pick and strum mode Dry / Auto mode Low /
Normal / High string preset Boost and cut of string output 12 string
presets 4 string presets 6 string presets String Thing Compatability
VST 3.0: Windows (32 and 64 bit) VST 3.0: Mac OSX VST 3.0: Linux (32
and 64 bit) AAX: High Sierra (10.12), OSX (10.9 - 12.0) AAX: macOS
Catalina (10.15) AAX: Windows 10 (1803 and later) AAX: Windows 7
(SP1+) AU: OSX 10.13, OSX 10.12, iOS 11+ AAX: Windows (32 and 64
bit) AAX: macOS (10.15+), macOS Catalina (10.15) AAX: iOS (8.4+)
AAX: Windows (32 and 64 bit) AU: MacOS (Catalina) 10.15+ AAX:
Windows b7e8fdf5c8
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String Thing
Is a 'Karplus Strong' based string instrument that uses a physical
model of a guitar string to create a tonally varied string sound. A
master control for overall volume is provided. The sample rate is varied
for each preset so that the sound is not always at 44.1kHz but can be
as high as 96kHz or more. The Strings are numbered 001 to 699 and
are stored in an easy to search database and downloaded to the host
in one shot from the plugin's 'Options>Load From File' menu. Five
dedicated presets for Strumming, Plucking, Picking, Sliding and Pitch
Bend Modes are provided. A control panel of the plugin's effects on the
sound include a guitar amplifier model, two oscilators that provide the
initial impulse, string thickness, sound character, warmth, velocity and
phase response, with controls to dial in the final character. String Thing
Audio Demonstration: Audio Demonstration Features • Individual
presets for plucking/picking/strumming/sliding/pitching (up to six
strings) • Wide range of effects including phasing, effects on string
thickness/velocity, vibrato/oscillators for the pick attack • A real
sample of a guitar string, with the code to modify it • Four types of
sample: physical, white noise, pink noise, pitched • 7 possible channels
and 99 presets stored in a database • Downloadable to your host
application • Ability to set the sample rate of the string sound (input or
output) • Four pre-tuned sample rates, at 44.1 kHz, 48 kHz, 88.2 kHz
and 96 kHz (input and output) • Universal support for most host
applications • Includes page layout for any host - Export Notes as
Artwork (Customization) • Keytune support for: MotifX, Fruity Loops,
Cubase, Cakewalk and SONAR X3 • Note Portamento (slide in) •
Trigger Note Support for: MotifX, Fruity Loops, Cubase, Cakewalk and
SONAR X3 • Note Tap to Note/Glide (glide out) • Delay Support for:
MotifX, Fruity Loops, Cubase, Cakewalk and SONAR X3 • Stereo Width
(Left/Right) • Separate panning for left and right channels • Stereo
Width

What's New in the String Thing?
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System Requirements For String Thing:
Minimum specs: Windows XP/Vista 2GHz processor 1GB RAM 20GB of
free space Recommended specs: 2GB RAM System requirements:
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